Want to learn some new magic? Want to buy some new magic? Victor Cohn, a long time member and good friend to Ring
96 has left his magic collection for us to sell. The money brought in from these sales will be split in half between Ring 96
and a kids Summer Camp that Victor liked to support. The share that Ring 96 keeps will help offset our monetary reserve
which is dwindling since we are not taking in the cash flow from the raffle that we usually do. So, anything you purchase
here will help support your club.
To make a purchase, e-mail Ring Secretary Cliff Gerstman at cliffg37@verizon.net The “winner” of the item will be either
the first one to make the request or, if you really love Ring 96, the highest bidder.
Most if not all of these items, and those to be posted in the future, are too big, or too heavy or too expensive to mail, so we
will have to meet either at my house in Long Beach, or at an agreed upon location. I will be wearing a mask, please do the
same.
Payment options: Prefer checks made out to “Ring 96.” If that does not work for you, we can talk.

This traffic light close up trick has the
spots moving from one
place to another.

This is Zuber’s take on a ring on a chain
effect.

This pocket sized magnetic gimmick is
the perfect hold out
that no one knows
you have.

Hold out what loos like an ordinary
card. Place a math on top of it. At your
command
the match
will float.

These come out of the inventory of a closed
German magic shop, they are in excellent
unused condition with a copy of the English
instructions. They are packaged in polybags not the
original Tenyo packaging to save on shipping at the
time .
Tenyo’s version of a murder mystery!
A card is freely selected from a packet of “crime
suspects”. All of the cards are then slid
into a neat looking calculator device.
After asking a few questions of the
spectator and pressing some buttons
on the prop calculator, the device
reveals the selected suspect!

Change one card to another is this
small “close-up” sized frame.

A wand, 2-dice with holes through them, a
sting and instructions.

These Red and black
lazy Susans are nine
inch

diameter and
mounted on cork

This plastic gimmicked
glass will float in the air if
you do it right.
Instructions included.

Jon
Armstrong
lecture notes
and two
DVD’s to go
with it.

The Ultimate Aces was one of Lynn Searles
crowning achievements as a card man. It brings
together elements of Marlo's brilliant four ace
assembly with a formidable added condition THE ACES HAVE BLUE BACKS WHILE THE
REMAINDER OF THE CARDS HAVE RED ONES.
While this stunning card
effect is not for the
beginner, the handling is
well within the grasp of
intermediate to
advanced card worker.

The classic torn and
restored
newspaper!

Two of three jumbo coins are still
available! Penny and Nickle. About 3
inch diameter.

Two playing cards are selected and each
if folded in half. Both cards are pressed
together and when they are peeled
apart, half of one card has transposed
with half of the other. You now have
two half and
half cards and
both may be
given away as

A close up site gag
as you present
your doctor with
a stool sample

If you design your
own packet tricks
there are a must!

The classic Nickel
trick from Ickle
Pickle.

1. Six dice are placed into a small case at random and
covered with a lid and shaken.
2. When the lid is removed, the dice are lined up in order
from 1 to 6. With another shake, the order of the dice
reverses (6 to 1).

The tie honored kids magic close-up
trick.

3. The magician makes a prediction on a slip of paper. The
spectator is asked to throw the dice on the table and count
the number of spots showing, adding them
together. The dice are replaced into the case and
shaken. The number of spots which now appear on
the dice are added to the previous total. The result
matches the prediction.

Learn all there is to learn on this DVD of gaffed coins.

Pick a card, any card. Oh you picked the
Seven of
hearts! I know
because this
gimmicked half
dollar coin told
me you did!

These plungers are $2 each, get both for
$3.

Do magicians still
smoke on stage?
Why produce a
cigarette if not to
smoke it? That’s
why this is only
$1.

